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It is focused that ‘Darwin’ theory already established that “Human Ancestor” shares common ancestry with “Ape”. “Man” differs from “Manthi”?... This scientific research focus that Human shall be considered created by “RAMANUJAM MANTHIRAM” and lived in MARS PLANET in the early universe and descended to EARTH PLANET during “Dark age” in the expanding universe.

The philosophy of “MANTHIRAM” and “MANTHI” shall be distinguished as below. “Manthiram” can make “Mango”?... “Mango” shall mean “Mars Ancestor”?...

Jayahe... Jayahe... Jayahe...
Jaya... Jaya... Jaya... Jayahe...
Is it Ramanujam Mandir?...
Janaki means Soul... Manthiram...
Ramanujam means Creator!...”Manthiri”!!...

Ari means Brahma Music... Ethical?...
Ariro means Rama Music... Revolution?...
Arario means Krishna Music… Democracy?…
Lalilo means Shiva Music… Socialism?…
Lalala means Janaki Music… Soul?…

Adi Sankara is like Pikkal… Photon!…
Sankara is like Karukkal… Electron!!…
Acharya is like Nakkal… Proton!!!…
Ramanujam is like Chikkal… Spirit…
Janaki is like Vikkal… Soul…

Brahma means Puthiram… Philosophy?…
Rama means Chathiram… Science?…
Krishna means Pathiram… Technology?…
Ramanujam means Chithiram… Theory?…
Janaki means Manthiram… Soul?…
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